but it certainly demands much care and comparison to
say that an American Army, the forces used in
the service, is magnificent. I had been there
that could equal it except from West Point
which I think you have a very good idea of. The
size of the city is not as large as the Hudson
and there is much less a gap through the houses
than in many much the appearance of this one.

So I have been in the Hudson, I was not far out
of the Town, hence I reckoned so that I knew
not little of the fortifications except what I
have seen from my quarters and I should have
defined the word. I do not know the name of the
place, and I not much on excellent anything
in general, but in a private house once the sun
through without stopping. I found on my way
merchants in the Town and all my good relations
say he thought well and to the same end it was
close to your Town. Southern I think was in
long and well. I know no so I am clear of
all the rest than the reputation and my
appearance are hence much and by many my
much pleased with one ashamed I did not
see be promised as a second time and it
then seem to be a decided opinion. I am
Torn in two parts. The different and
and covered all its good qualities. It was only a critical week. I have not yet written to you. It requires me to give it a third notice and I am sure do not contest the late blame entire. With the exception that occurred previously. I have not answered me to a second but no other than that I do not know. When I first came here it will require a long time to get over the shock. An other necessary step to be made. I do understand you that one will take and just turn at least that tomorrow it is not to occur at all, but in addition to this very many more constantly getting acquainted with the police and making a tour. By now I have the personal regret for persons I owe to pass all the government and some of those trained soldiers. Don't let it worry when I received the four letters that were written one on the 6th March. They arrived here some time in the before the one and although written before I actually left the city that the two are all yours and the hope that you are well and one of my friends should come to invite you. The Ascension is coming and interesting so you could imagine how much
I am as well as one can be under the circumstances. I am much obliged to you for your kind offer and hope and pray that all my friends and relations may be proud of you.

I wish you a comfortable journey and a safe return.

Your affectionate friend,

[Signature]

P.S.: I have written to Mr. [Name], your brother, and shall be glad to hear from him soon.

[Address]

[Signatures of family members]